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Study Greece Vision
In a land where Gods were interacting with 

humans, while humans became Gods. In a land 

where speech, performance and reasoning 

were perceived an art, while centaurs and 

other mythical creatures were walking within 

thick woods, accompanied by speaking owls 

and birds. In a world where brave warriors 

with ships dominated the Mediterranean sea, 

spreading trade and inventing exploration 

while athletes performed to honor the 

Gods. A world where people turned their 

sight towards the night sky, searching for 

new worlds. In a land known for its exquisite 

cuisine, breathtaking landscapes full of 

fantasy and adventure. A land of legends and 

myths, which gave birth to one of the greatest 

civilizations of mankind.

Study Greece Mission
Greece, a historical tourist destination, 

becomes alive on your child’s next vacation. 

Come with us in an educational journey from 

the past till the future, combining philosophy, 

arts and outdoor activities. Come to a different 

experience stimulating mind and senses 

and spend your vacation through a modern 

educational perspective. Give to your children 

the chance to visit a modern “ancient” country 

and offer them the best memories of their 

lives. This summer the legend comes back to 

life through our programme.

Study Greece City
Situated in a close proximity from  Dodoni 

ancient theatre, Meteora, Zagorohoria, 

Metsovo and other sites, Ioannina city 

combines the old with the contemporary, 

the urban with the rural and at the same 

time consists a living city-museum of high 

cultural, architectural, historical interest. The 

visitor may visit the magnificently preserved 

castle town and witness landmarks that 

reveal, Greek, Jewish and Ottoman presence. 

At the same time, the Pamvotida Lake creates 

an ideal scenery, having inspired myths and 

stories of love, like the one of Ali Pasha and 

Lady Kyra-Frosini. This is a safe and welcoming 

city asking to be explored.
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Study Greece 
Curriculum Fields
The students will have the opportunity to 

comprehend and critically perceive and 

associate notions as literature, international 

cooperation, global nutrition, politics and 

their multiple forms and applications. But 

also try to comprehend what is true, existence, 

reality, expression, balance in life and setting 

goals. All these, through an unexpected 

funnel of ideas, historic facts, interactive 

courses and stimulating activities, instructed 

by specialized professionals

Study Greece 
Learning Objectives
At the end of the course students will be able to:

• Gain a better understanding of Greek History 

and Civilization

• Comprehend the existence of Greek elements 

in the pop culture

• Understand the factors that one thing should 

be viewed from multiple perspectives

• Learn to apply theory into practice

• Discuss how critical thinking may enforce a 

better understanding of the world

• Debate on whether history and culture 

should limit us or enable us to further develop 

and grow.

All students will receive a certificate of 

attendance.

Study Greece 
Eligibility & Prerequisites
Students on this course:

• Must conform to our age policy

• Must be fluent or near-fluent English 

language speakers – if you are unsure whether 

your English level is suitable for this program. 

An English placement test will be obligatory 

for non-native speakers.

• Must be able to fulfill the basic requirements 

of the program, in terms of attendance at 

lessons, meals and events. Please contact us 

for more detailed information.
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This is a unique tourist destination with 
millions of visitors each year. With its 
magnificent scenery, filling the visitors’ 
awe, Meteora is rightfully characterized 
as a protected UNESCO area. On its huge 
vertical rocks, one can visit one of the six 
remaining, fully renovated monasteries, 
walk in Kastraki or Kalambaka, visit the 
Sarakina bridge or Theopetra Cave.

Only 22 km away from the city of Ioan-
nina, Dodoni archaeological site con-
sists of, a large temple dedicated to 
Zeus, one of the largest ancient thea-
tres in Greece, seating 18.000 persons, a 
Stadium, an Acropolis and a Prytaneum 
among other important buildings.

Visit to Meteora Visit to Dodoni 
Archaeological Site

This is a historical, uniquely preserved 
landmark dating back in the Byzantine 
times, with several additions and inter-
ventions by the Ottomans, that can be 
easily characterized as an educational, 
cultural and political hub.

Visit the Castle Town

Lake Pamvotida with its island is an ide-
al place for walk and boat tours. It is a 
place of a great cultural, ecological and 
geological interest, connected with var-
ious stories and myths.

Visit to the Lake

A cave with a unique geological inter-
est, created 1.500.000 years ago,  deco-
rated with stalactites and stalagmites, it 
is a cool and mesmerizing place to visit 
during summer.

Visit Cave of Perama

Situated within the the Ioannina Castle 
this is a museum that exhibits the well-
known silversmith art of the Ioannina 
region, dating back the 15th century 
onwards. Its interactive exhibits and 
educational programs may offer to the 
student an invaluable insight to the cul-
tural background of the area.

Visit the Silversmith 
Museum

Known by the Greek Mythology as the 
“river of woe” this was the gate to Ha-
des. An archaeological site in a mesmer-
izing setting that may carry away the 
visitor with its splendor.

This is an amazing traditional village, 
birthplace of many Greek benefactors. 
There are amazing art and cultural ex-
hibits and picturesque stone houses of 
significant architectural interest. 

Visit Acherontas River/Lake Visit Metsovo

Coming out of a fairytale, these are for-
ty-six villages, offering a breath of fresh 
air and opportunities for walking and 
hiking tours.

Visit Zagorohoria

*Destinations are subject to change depending the weather conditions and time of the year.

Study Greece Excursion Destinations
The program includes walking tours, cultural excursions and day trips to various possible destinations*, including:
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Breakfast 

8:00-9:00

Morning Sessions

 9:00-10:45

11:00-13:00

Lunch Break

13:00

Afternoon Activ-
ities

14:00-18:00

Dinner Break

18:00-19:00

Evening Activ-
ities

19:00-22:00

Day 1 Breakfast Arrivals Lunch Arrivals Dinner Arrivals

Day 2 Breakfast Lesson1/Discussion/Onsite 
Activities

Lunch Excursion Dinner Onsite Activ-
ities

Day 3 Breakfast Lesson2/Discussion/Onsite 
Activities

Lunch Excursion Dinner Onsite Activ-
ities

Day 4 Breakfast Lesson3/Discussion/Onsite 
Activities

Lunch Excursion Dinner Onsite Activ-
ities

Day 5 Breakfast Lesson4/Discussion/Onsite 
Activities

Lunch Excursion Dinner Onsite Activ-
ities

Day 6 Breakfast Excursion Lunch Excursion Dinner Excursion

Day 7 Breakfast Departures Lunch Departures Dinner Departures

Study Greece Sample Program

*During the Morning Sessions, there will be a brief break for refreshments.

Study Greece 
Evening Activities

Our evening Activities include group and 

bonding games, challenges, workshops, movie 

screenings, talent shows, karaoke parties etc. 

Our main goal is our students to interact and 

get to know their peers from other countries 

and cultures, investing in an international 

bonding environment.

Study Greece Campus

This is a 5-star luxurious hotel, situated in a close 

proximity to all the sights and destinations of 

the program and at the outskirts of Ioannina 

city, consisting it an idea, safe and trustworthy 

location of a summer program. Some of its many 

amenities available to our students are, free 

wi-fi, meals, laundry service, 24-hour security. 

The hotel was carefully chosen among others, 

due to its ample spaces, offered for academic 

instruction and at the same time cool and easy-

going environment combined with friendly and 

willing personnel.
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